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The Traitors

The

Tra ito rs
Detroit, Michigan

Allan Shuster slowly walked through the massive structure. The salvage company was coming tomorrow to begin to take it down, and he wanted to spend
a few minutes relishing his first big conquest. After this one, the rest were
relatively easy.
In its time, it was one of the most impressive facilities of its kind, anywhere.
With over 950,000 square feet of work space in just this building alone, it had
been one of the largest manufacturing facilities in the world. Over 11,000
American workers had made their living here and in the buildings surrounding it, where they made parts for cars, televisions, stereos—even transistor
radios, at one time. During World War II, part of the building had even
been used to assemble engines for B-24 bombers. The workers who had made
their living here had provided jobs for another 45,000, who also made things
to assist in the manufacturing process. They had put food on the table and
paid for housing and, ultimately, college for an additional 224,000 family
members—but that was a long time ago. At a time when America’s stores
were filled with items that were made in the USA, this facility helped fuel
one of the most spectacular growths of technology and wealth that mankind
had ever seen. But again, that was a long time ago, in a country that was very
different than the one Allan lived in now.
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Now the windows were broken and the birds, squirrels, and mice were the
building’s only occupants. Insulation hung from the massive ceiling, swaying quietly among the many broken lights. It was just another of over fifty
thousand empty relics across the country. From a cornfield you were born, and
to a public housing area you shall return, thought Allan, taking one last look
around the massive structure. As he thought about all the money he had made
by buying this company and sending the jobs out of the country, he smiled
and slowly walked out one of its hanging doors.
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The Traitors

1
Washington, DC

The traffic outside the White House was surprisingly light for a Monday morning. Most of the latest snow was now gone, and there was a light mist hanging
in the air. As Gene Holmes looked out the window from his office across
the street from the Eisenhower Executive Office Building, he could hear the
slight hiss of the cars passing below on 17th Street and see the now seemingly
ever-present demonstrators across the street drinking their morning coffee. As
he stepped away from the window, he looked at the pile of situation reports
and intelligence updates that had accumulated in his inbox while he was away.
The town Gene had returned to after surveying the results of the terrorist
attacks on the nation’s agriculture was grim. These attacks, along with the
earlier anthrax ones, had not only taken a severe toll on the nation’s economy,
but had also increased the hostility between the people controlling the government. Although most of the government offices were now at least partially
open, they were having a difficult time supporting their programs because
of the rapidly rising inflation and other problems caused by the collapsing
economy.
As Gene thought about his next steps in finding those responsible for
the attacks and identifying others who may be planning new ones, one of
the bright spots—for the current administration, anyway—was that the
mainstream media remained largely supportive of what it had been doing.
Although they had lost much of their influence over the American people
because of their increasingly biased and inaccurate reporting, it was still better
to have them on your side than not. Gene also knew that the new alternative
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news sources, the ones the people were now really paying attention to, were
not so supportive and were demanding to know why the terrorists had even
been allowed into the country in the first place, and then had not been found.
These sources also continued to question how a one-term senator who had
seemingly come out of nowhere, with no experience at the national level—
and been largely responsible for this whole mess—had been elected president
in the first place.
That president was gone now, and Gene knew that the vice president, who
had stepped up after his departure, had no intention of following his example.
Even though most Americans now thought of him as grossly incompetent, he
and his supporters knew that if he did leave, the Speaker of the House, who
was from the opposition party, would step into the presidency, and that was
not going to happen. The lines were drawn.
For Gene, all of this was only important because it provided his supervisory reporting structure. Surprisingly, after all that had happened, even the
national security advisor was still hanging on, which was also an area of contention between the increasingly hostile parties.
As Gene returned to his desk, he briefly looked at the list of the National
Essential Functions he had taped in the corner of it many years before and
thought about what needed to be done.
Gene’s team had been established by the White House’s national security
advisor shortly after the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. Due to the
lack of interagency coordination following those attacks, the advisor had felt
it was important to bring members from key government agencies together to
improve intelligence sharing and response activities. Titled Operation Snow
Leopard, it had initially been a large organization, but after the formation
of the new Department of Homeland Security, it had been reduced in size,
and its mission had changed to support the daily business operations of the
national security advisor by keeping him apprised of ongoing activities and
operations.
However, the Snow Leopard team was different from other similar organizations in that they also had what the advisor referred to as an operational
mission. If there was a perceived threat to national security, they had the
authority to rapidly deploy staff anywhere in the world to assess the situation
and provide immediate feedback for the advisor. Being part of Snow Leopard
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was a challenging assignment, and members of the team were personally approved for this assignment by their respective secretary or agency director.
Once assigned, they were then responsible for keeping these leaders informed
of Snow Leopard’s activities.
Current Snow Leopard members included representatives from the FBI,
Secret Service, Department of Defense, Department of Homeland Security,
CIA, Department of Agriculture, Department of Health and Human Services,
Department of State, and the Departments of Commerce and the Treasury. It
also had several administrative support staff members. Others could be called
upon to join and assist the team, depending on the situation.
Central to the team’s work was ensuring that the country’s National Essential Functions could be maintained and performed under all conditions.
These were the most important things the federal government was responsible
for under the constitution, and they were on the paper Gene kept taped to the
corner of his desk. As he thought about the day’s activities, he looked down
the list.
1. Ensuring the continued functioning of our form of government
under the United States Constitution, including the functioning of
the three separate branches of government.
2. Providing leadership visible to the nation and the world and maintaining the trust and confidence of the American people.
3. Defending the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic, and preventing or interdicting attacks against the United
States or its people, property, or interests.
4. Maintaining and fostering effective relationships with foreign
nations.
5. Protecting against threats to the homeland and bringing to justice
perpetrators of crimes or attacks against the United States or its
people, property, or interests.
6. Providing rapid and effective response to and recovery from the
domestic consequences of an attack or other incident.
7. Protecting and stabilizing the nation’s economy and ensuring public
confidence in its financial systems.
8. Providing for Federal Government services that address the national health, safety, and welfare needs of the United States.
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Gene knew that after the latest attacks, all these items were now in crisis,
and flashing red, and it would take extraordinary measures to get the nation
back on its feet. The divisions created by these attacks were deep, and there
didn’t appear be any national consensus on how to repair them, but finding
the terrorists and stopping any future attacks would be a good start.
As Gene looked at the list, the ones he was most concerned about at the
moment were numbers seven and eight. Not that he wasn’t also concerned
about the others—and he had his staff working those, too—but these two
were having ramifications that, if they were not addressed, would make solving the others virtually impossible. Simply, the attacks had challenged the
nation’s financial situation more than any other event in its history, and the
collapse of the stock, bond, and commodities markets and the resulting civil
unrest made putting all of this back together increasingly difficult.
As he stood up to stretch his back, Gene looked out his window and then
picked up his phone and asked Michelle Stone, his administrative assistant,
to have the Commerce, Treasury, DHS, FBI, and DoD members of the staff
meet him in the conference room to discuss their options.
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2
As Gene Holmes was looking out of his office window across the street from
Eisenhower Executive Office Building, Stu Owen was also looking out of his
office on 3rd Street NW toward the Capitol. What he saw concerned him, as
the crowds outside his building and in front of the Capitol seemed to be getting larger every hour. The crowds that were moving to join the demonstrators
were so large that Stu felt fortunate to have gotten to his office safely. Lesson
learned, he thought. In the future, he would take his personal underground
tram from his Washington apartment. Although he generally enjoyed walking outside for the short distance to the office, today he was glad of HGC’s
underground parking garage, which allowed him to get off the street quickly.
As the DC and Capitol police and military forces struggled to keep routes
open for the political leadership and government workers, Stu was beginning
to wonder if it would be better to relocate from his office here to another one
of his facilities outside the beltway. Perhaps it’s time to shut this one down permanently, or at least until the situation in DC becomes more stable, he thought.
He had struggled with this for some time. The problem was that the beehive
was so convenient for all of those in the different branches of the government.
His employees were, by nature, busy people, so he reluctantly decided that for
the immediate future, they would have to fight their way through the crowds.
As the administration struggled to restore confidence in the nation’s government and economic situation, the Washington Post was now reporting that
the people flooding into DC would soon make up the largest crowd to have
ever assembled and protested there. They already dwarfed the 1.2 million who
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had attended the now departed president’s inauguration only a few years previously, but that seemed a very long time ago now.
Stu had just gotten off an important secure conference call with the person
he and Jamie referred to as the man: Mr. Chang. What Chang had told those
on the call—the people he called his sector managers—did not really surprise
Stu, but he knew implementing his guidance would be a real challenge, especially with the large crowds of people moving into the city. The good news
was that he was just one of many who Chang had directed to put on the
full-court press to keep the government and other sectors operating. Stu smiled
when he thought of Chang using the term full-court press. One of his recent
acquisitions was a controlling interest in one of the professional basketball
leagues, and he had become an avid fan of the game in both the United States
and China.
Other sector managers on Chang’s full-court press team included those responsible for controlling state and local elected and appointed representatives;
the media; major business and retail store owners; university leadership and
professors; and key federal judges in the US courts. Those being managed by
his sector leaders were to have their belly buttons pushed, as Mr. Chang had
said, to make sure they were fully supporting his full-court press. As his sector
managers controlled some of the wealthiest and most influential people in the
country, it was a formidable team.
The bottom line from Chang was that the current leadership in Washington was not going to be allowed to fail. He had foreseen the former president’s
resignation as inevitable, and had supported it to placate the American public,
but that was where it ended. The current administration was to be supported,
and that was all Stu needed to know.
As Jamie walked into his office, Stu knew they needed to review the situation in their government offices to make sure Chang’s guidance was being implemented as directed. Because of the many new employees they had brought
on board since the beginning of the terrorist attacks, he felt confident that he
could do his part. He also knew the money flowing into their coffers would
be amazing.
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3
Southeast Texas

The potential loss of several of his gifting teams had made Siraj Tariq extremely nervous. It had also expedited his departure from their former safe
house and salsa factory location. He and the others who had been involved
in their overseas operations had all learned the hard lesson that once one of
their compatriots had been taken captive, really bad things began to happen
to others associated with them. They had no idea how the Americans were
able to get information from some of their most trusted comrades, but they
were able to do it somehow, and that was all they needed to know. When the
two teams failed to report their status on time, Siraj had quickly moved to
evacuate everyone and everything from their established locations. The reality
was that they had served their purposes well, but it was time to leave anyway.
The people who were supporting them had identified a new secure location
much closer to their new operational area. Now the teams just had to get rid
of their current vehicles and be taken there.
One of the problems Siraj had wrestled with early on in his planning was
the need to get rid of the vehicles they would use to disseminate the foot-andmouth disease across the country. He was familiar with all the cameras and
closed circuit television systems that had proliferated across the United States
after 9/11, as well as with the new space-based satellite camera systems that
were observing large parts of the globe almost instantaneously. What this
meant was that he had to assume that the Americans’ law enforcement organizations would quickly use these capabilities to locate and track his team’s vehicles once the attacks were identified. Many of the areas around the feedlots
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and hog confinement facilities were rural, and since his vehicles would be
some of the only ones operating in those areas, it would not take long for these
systems and capabilities to identify his people and their vehicles. Tracking his
people down would then just be a matter of following the different cameras
and satellite tracks, so planning for this was an important part of their early
preparations. The trucks they used had to disappear, and the sooner they did,
the better.
They discussed several different options for making the trucks disappear,
including the one used by Rakeem during the earlier anthrax attacks, but
the one they finally agreed upon was even simpler and more secure, in Siraj’s
estimation. It just required the use of a water-filled rock quarry that one of
Wal iy’s operatives had identified and rented with a cash payment.
The plan was that none of the vehicles distributing the disease would return
to the salsa factory, but rather go to a location that Siraj had identified and
programmed into each team’s secure GPS device. While en route to and at
that first text location, they would be watched by one of Siraj’s men. If they
had not been followed, they would be directed to the rock quarry by another
secure text. Each vehicle was to be directed to a different first stop to make
sure a single area would not be compromised. None of the men knew about
the final rock quarry destination before they departed.
Wal iy’s man who had located the quarry told Siraj not only that it was isolated, but also that the water in it was over 45 feet deep, and its walls dropped
vertically into the water. Siraj was impressed with the site once he saw it, and
the disposal of the vehicles went flawlessly. They were first emptied of all items
that would float, and then moved to the edge of the quarry, where the doors
were opened and the insides of the vehicle were torched with a gas-operated flamethrower. Once they had burned out, the vehicles were then pushed
into the quarry. Because they were larger, the reefer trucks with trailers were
backed up to the edge of the quarry cliff and then placed in reverse. As the
trailers plunged off the cliffs, they dragged the front of the trucks with them.
When all the vehicles were in the quarry, the water was calm, as if nothing
had happened. Except for some dark oil slicks, there was nothing left to betray
what they had hidden in the quarry.
Once the vehicles were disposed of, the men were then to be taken to an
old warehouse in one of the cities via stolen panel van. The men were told to
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exit the van and get into a shipping container that was sitting inside the building. Once this was done, the driver of the van was switched out with another
driver, who was unaware of the van’s previous occupants. He was told to drive
the vehicle to a downtown bus station in Dallas, where the vehicle was to be
abandoned. The shipping container, with the men inside, was then picked up
by a truck that delivered it to the rear entrance of a nearby mall, where the
men were escorted through the enclosed maintenance area and then put in
the back of another panel van for their move to the next location. This process
was repeated by Wal iy’s operatives six different times. Although Wal iy’s men
were quite sure the location of the gifters would not be discovered after the
first stop, just to make sure, Wal iy told them to continue the switches until
Siraj felt confident that no one would know where the men went.
Since these locations were all used by Wal iy to move his other cargos of
illegal aliens into and around the country, no one was particularly concerned
about another large group of foreigners. Knowing Wal iy had also made
sure no cameras were anywhere near any of these locations, and since all the
switches occurred indoors, Siraj felt confident that no one would ever locate
him and his holy warriors.
Once the last switch was complete, the men were taken to an abandoned
pharmaceutical factory located on a five-acre island in the Louisiana swamps.
Siraj had been told the island only had a single entrance and was surrounded
by water and a high metal security fence topped with concertina wire. As they
drove up to the site, Siraj saw that the entrance had a guard shack and double
security gates that led to a long concrete causeway and then to the compound.
Looking at the area, Siraj was confident that no one would locate his gifters
at this location. He was also sure none of the men would be leaving or causing
problems like Aadil had told him their previous gifters had done. To make
sure, he informed the men that the island was surrounded by large, hungry
alligators. This was true, and they could be readily seen though the dense
foliage and fence.
As a reward for their good work, and to help keep his men happy, Siraj had
also been informed that Wal iy planned to have some of his newly arrived,
young and attractive illegal alien women dropped off at the compound. As
Siraj moved toward the gates, he took a minute to thank Allah for his men’s
success and for allowing him to do his part in destroying the evil Americans.
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4
Washington, DC

The Tuesday luncheon meeting of the Old Girls’ Club had been moved to a
private dining room on the second floor of Sulleyman’s Café, near the Judiciary Square Metro stop. It was a change from their recent meetings at Eli’s
across the street from HGC, but Betty Crawford felt they needed a quiet space
to meet to discuss the next steps in their surveillance program, and all were
familiar with Sulleyman’s, as it had been their favorite meeting spot for years.
No one who saw the four older women entering Sulleyman’s would have
thought that they were some of the most knowledgeable and patriotic people
working in DC. They looked and acted like the very ordinary people they
really were—or thought they were, anyway. The reality was that they were
anything but ordinary. Together, these four women had 167 years of experience in the federal government. Betty Crawford, who had called the meeting,
worked for FEMA in the Department of Homeland Security and had put in
over 45 years of service. Irene Healey had worked in the CIA for 43 years,
Kelly Stevens had been at NASA for 42 years, and Karen Walker (the junior
member) had spent 37 years at the Department of Justice. In addition to being
the best of friends, they all had one other thing in common: they all had
lost their husbands in America’s seemingly never-ending wars, and had not
remarried. Patriotic would not even begin to explain the outstanding service
they provided their country every day. It was who they were, and all were
increasingly concerned about the strange goings-on that were happening in
their offices—hundreds of millions of dollars of strange goings-on.
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“The number of senior government employees that visit the building on 3rd
Street North West is amazing,” Karen said, acknowledging that some of them
were from her office in the Department of Justice. “There must be something
going on, but I can’t find any connection between those in the building and
the work in my office.”
“Same here,” said Kelly, nodding her head. “But something’s up. All these
people going there just doesn’t make sense.”
“I actually tried to get into the building to see what was going on,” Irene
said. “But the security people wouldn’t let me get to the elevators.” All the
women looked at her and smiled. Irene was always the daring one.
“So, what do we do now?” Kelly asked as she looked through the growing
list of senior government employees they had compiled.
“That’s why I called the meeting,” Betty said, as she handed out a small
DC street map to each of the ladies. “I think we need to follow up on what
my friend Patricia is up to. She is still going to late afternoon meetings, and I
think we need to know more about them. She also lives in an apartment that’s
connected to the 3rd Street offices we’ve been watching. Somehow I think
there is a connection between her and what’s going on in that building, but I
don’t know what it is. She continues to visit the apartment along 395, off G
Street South West, but I don’t know why she goes there, either. I’m reluctant
to keep following her because I might be watched, as Patricia mentioned. I
can’t put my family at any more risk.”
The room was quiet for a moment. Then Kelly looked up and said, “What
apartment is she staying in?”
“The Abel Twin Towers,” Betty replied, pointing to the location on the map.
“I used to live there when I first came to DC,” Kelly said. “For nearly ten
years, actually. It was—is—close to our office, and it’s a short walk. Plus, I
could drop the kids off at daycare on E Street, which was convenient. If I
knew when she was leaving the office and going there, I could get there ahead
of her and see where she goes.”
“When I followed her into the building, the elevator indicated she got off on
the 8th floor,” Betty replied. “I don’t know if that’s helpful.”
“It is. I could get there, hang out in one of the stairways, and watch to see
where she goes. It’s no big deal. The halls are empty most of the time, and I
still know some people who live there, in case anyone questions me—which
they won’t.”
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“Would a small surveillance camera help in any way?” asked Irene. “I can
get one that is really powerful and literally looks like a small piece of paint.
You can stick it on top of a door frame and watch an entire hallway. It’s pretty
awesome.”
The women smiled at Irene. The plan was coming together.
Once they worked out the details of their plan to follow Patricia, Betty
stood up and said to the group, “Before we go, I think we need to discuss
expanding the circle of people we trust to help us. I know this is tricky, and
we have to be very careful about who we bring in, but this is bigger than just
us, and if we are going to find out what is really going on and help stop it, then
I think we have to do this.”
All the women agreed, and then they began to identify names of people
they knew and trusted who could be included. They then began organizing
them into working groups with specific surveillance objectives. Each of the
women agreed to be the head of one of the working groups. It was all very
secretive and exciting.
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5
As the Snow Leopard staff began to assemble in the conference room, Gene
was still unsure of what they needed to do—or could do—to stabilize the
nation’s economy. This was very different from anything they had done before,
but something needed to be done, and soon, or the whole government was
going to tear itself apart, and so was the nation.
“It’s good to be back,” Gene said after exchanging some brief pleasantries
with each of the staff members. He then gave them a quick update on what
he had seen while he was traveling across the states. It was depressing news.
“I have no idea how many animals have been destroyed, but it’s a lot, and
given the way the disease continues to spread, there will be a whole lot more.
We can have Mary update us on the numbers in a few minutes to give us a
sense of the scale of this disaster, but before she does that, does anyone have
anything more on the situation with the terrorists? Somehow they are always
able to stay ahead of us,” he continued. “I know the CIA were interrogating
some of them—anything there, Matt?”
Matt Cole moved his notebook aside and put down his pen as he looked
around at the others in the room, obviously gathering his thoughts. He knew
he could provide some fairly detailed information of what they had been
able to get from the three terrorists because of everyone’s high-level security
clearance, but he could not share everything, as some of it was code word
protected, and Gene was adamant that unless a staff member really needed
the information in a code word program, they should not request access to
it. He never varied from this and had refused numerous opportunities to get
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code word access, as he felt that it limited what he and the staff could say and
do. But as Matt had often told him, having this opened up opportunities, too.
“I’m glad you asked, Gene, because it’s good news, and the first thing I
wanted to discuss with you upon your return. I also think it’s something we
can share with everyone in the room, if you feel it’s appropriate.”
Gene said he did and asked Matt to continue.
“We got a lot of information from our terrorist friends, including the location of where they operated from and made the virus. We also got a good
idea of the numbers of people involved in the attacks, who they were, and
where they came from. From what they told us, over sixty people in multiple
teams were involved in distributing the disease, and another twenty or so were
involved in making it and in driving the large reefer trucks used to resupply
them as they moved across the country. Many of those involved in the attacks
were illegal aliens, but not all of them.”
“So we have their location?” Gene asked excitedly.
“We do,” Matt replied. “The FBI is sending people there now, along with
local law enforcement, to secure the area and, hopefully, capture them. The
team was just made operational this morning, and they are now moving to
an area just north of Houston, Texas. I can show it to you on a map, but it’s
a rural area. Evidently, it’s where they raised the cattle and hogs to obtain the
virus they used to spread the disease. There is also an old salsa factory there,
where it appears they cultured and stored the foot-and-mouth serotypes. The
people who did this learned how to do it from their days working for Saddam
Hussein before the Second Gulf War.”
Gene was thrilled to hear what Matt was telling them, and as he looked
around the room, he could tell everyone else was similarly impressed. He
could also see that Dave Martin, Snow Leopard’s FBI representative, was anxiously waiting his turn to update Gene on what they were doing.
“That is good news,” Gene said, smiling at Matt. “I know we don’t need
to know how you always get this kind of information from our nasty little
friends, but you’ve done a good job. Pass on our thanks to those who helped
get it, too. Anything else?”
“That’s all I can tell you without code word access,” Matt replied.
“Dave, can you tell us anything about what’s happening on your end?”
Dave then stood, looking at the others in the room.
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“The team to apprehend these people is en route as we speak. The SAC in
Houston will lead the group with three special weapons teams. The Texas
Rangers and other local law enforcement will assist. We feel it’s important to
seal off the entire area around their location, as we don’t want any of them
getting away.”
Dave’s phone buzzed, and he looked at it briefly before continuing.
“We are also processing a lot of data flowing in from the cameras and other
systems monitoring the areas where these terrorists were operating. This includes satellite photography that should help us pick up and track the vehicles
involved in spreading the disease. Hopefully this will help us locate and capture any of the terrorists who are not apprehended at the Texas location.”
As Dave finished his update, Gene knew the advisor would want eyes on
the ground to keep him informed about what was really going on, so he said,
“Dave I think you know where you need to be heading, and soon. Take whoever else you think will be helpful. Unfortunately, since I just got back, I’m
not going to be able to go with you.”
Dave replied that he was already packed and ready to fly. He said he would
like to have Rod Perry, the new DHS representative, go with him. Gene
agreed, and the men immediately left the room.
When they were gone, Gene looked at Mary Simmons from the Department of Agriculture and asked her to provide an update on the foot-andmouth disease.
In addition to what was being done to contain the disease, Mary also provided some pictures of and statistics on the numbers of cattle and hogs that
were being killed to help contain the disease. The pictures were beyond sad,
and the numbers that had to be killed were in the millions. She then discussed
the implications for other animals, like goats, sheep, buffalo, and deer; those
numbers were equally sobering.
When she was done, Gene stood up solemnly and said, “Thanks, Mary. I
know this is a difficult situation. Please let us know if there’s anything we can
do to help.” Looking at the now empty door, he continued, “Hopefully Dave
will be able to give us some good news about catching those responsible for
all of this.”
As Mary took her seat back at the table, everyone continued looking at her,
thinking about what they had just seen and what she had told them.
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Gene then walked to the front of the conference room and said, “The
other reason I asked all of you to come down this morning is something all of
you probably already know, and are experiencing in your particular areas of
responsibility. That is, these attacks are having a major impact on our nation’s
economy, and particularly on essential functions seven and eight.”
He paused to make sure everyone was paying attention. “I know this is
nothing new, as we’re seeing it everywhere, but this is where we now need to
focus our attention. That’s not to say you can’t continue your work with the
other essential functions, but these two are now starting to impact everything
else. I think all of us had a feeling they eventually would, but it’s happening,
and if we can’t get a handle on these, then it’s going to be very difficult to take
care of the others. With that said, Sally, can you give us a quick update on
what’s happening at Commerce to address this?”
As she got up to speak, Gene surveyed the room. Each person on the team
had their own unique concerns about each of the essential functions and how
they affected their respective departments and agencies. However, he needed
their collective help and insights to come up with some kind of recommendation on what to do about functions seven and eight, or the American people’s
situation would become even more desperate.
“Essentially, America’s commercial and financial system is beginning to
come apart,” Sally said quietly, as the others looked on expectantly. “From
bank closures, to empty shelves in the stores, to lack of gasoline at the pumps.
A nation runs on its ability to conduct countless business transactions that
support every facet of daily life. With the banking and currency crisis, which
Ms. Hilsman is far better able to address, there is simply no way for people to
pay for all the things they need to run and restock their businesses and buy
the things in the stores, if they can even be found.”
Sally continued her briefing, highlighting the impact of the closed mass
transit systems; the stock, bond, and commodity market collapses and their
impact on the rapidly devaluing dollar; the closed banks; the empty shelves;
and now the long gas lines, among many others. Everyone in the room could
identify with what she was saying, as they and their families were also living
the disaster, too.
When she finished, the room was silent, as no one ever thought any of this
could happen in a country as big and rich as United States. As Gene looked
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at the group, even he was unsure what they could do, if anything, to help fix
this, other than helping to catch those responsible. The financial situation and
problems facing the country had been his greatest concern for some time, but
even he found it hard to believe that something like this could have happened
so quickly.
Clearing his throat, he then turned to Monica Hilsman, Snow Leopard’s
Treasury representative, and asked her to update them on what her department was doing to help with this.
Monica remained seated at the table and gave a quick review of the banking
and other actions being taken by the Treasury to help deal with the attacks.
Although some of what she said was already known to a few in the room,
much of it was new, and what she said next really got their attention.
“What has not been mentioned by the politicians and mainstream media
is that there is another area of our economy that has been affected by the
attacks that is even more concerning than the crashing of the stock, bond, and
commodities markets. These are obviously very important, but the market I
am about to mention is one most people don’t think about when considering
the effects of attacks like these, and it’s the world’s largest market. It is forty
times larger than the world’s stock market, and controls everything from the
availability of money, to stocks, bonds, commodities, and essentially everything else. It is what we call the currencies market.”
She had their attention.
“On an average day, around eighty billion dollars’ worth of stocks change
ownership, and that is a lot of money. But in the currencies market, about four
trillion dollars or their equivalents change hands each day. It is a market about
five hundred times bigger than the US stock market, and the terrorist attacks
are now affecting this in a major way, and the nation’s role as the world’s reserve currency is a major cause. Quite frankly, we are losing that position, and
this is one of the primary reasons why many of the nation’s banks are closed
and the country’s shelves are increasingly empty. It is this that is making
everything else related to the attacks so difficult to control and fix. What is
different now from other times when the currencies market was threatened
was that America’s position as the world’s sole superpower and holder of its
reserve currency was not being threatened. And now there are a number of
foreign governments—many that are not America’s friends—that are hard at
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work to ensure a permanent change in our country’s role as the holder of that
reserve currency. From China, to Russia, to Iran, to Dubai, nations are now
looking for options to change this. The implications for the United States are
momentous.”
As Monica took a drink of water, Gene asked, “Are there any indicators that
those potentially funding and supporting the terrorists could have used their
knowledge of those attacks to benefit from changes in the currency market—
or insider trading, for that matter?” The result would have been hundreds of
millions, even billions, of dollars’ worth of profits as the markets dropped
after the attacks.
“We are looking at it, but since so many stocks, bonds, and commodities
changed hands before and immediately following the attacks, I’m not sure we
can answer that right now. Obviously, we are looking at it, along with a lot of
other things,” Monica replied quietly.
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6
While Gene and the Snow Leopard staff were getting briefed on the country’s worsening economic situation, Patricia was finishing her preparations to
ensure her programs were not subject to the country’s economic downturn.
The dollar’s devaluation meant she had to have more money to ensure her
programs remained functioning and profitable. Well, functioning enough to
be profitable.
As she completed the final checks for tonight’s activities with Senator Green
at the Waltham Hotel, she took a minute to reflect on her recent marriage and
training on Alieos Island. The trip to Indonesia had been a welcome break
from the madhouse here in DC. That seemed silly when she thought about
the real reason for the marriage and trip, but it was true. She had enjoyed the
time with her new husband—which, of course, they shared with some of her
other special employees before they left the country. The training on Alieos
had not been pleasant, to say the least, but she now felt much more comfortable with what Stu and Jamie referred to as her “personal skills.”
Her other special staff members were also busy this evening. The United
Importers was holding a discreet two-day meeting at the hotel with a group
of their elected supporters to see what could be done to provide federal reimbursement to their foreign clients, whose stores and merchandise were being
looted and burned. While Patricia entertained Senator Green, Camille was
taking care of Congressman Bakken, and three of her other new employees—
Kirby, Katy, and Jordon—were taking care of three other senior congresspeople. It was a busy night.
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One of the challenges Patricia was having with her new role on Stu and
Jamie’s special staff was that she was increasingly in demand. So, in addition
to her normal workday duties in the office (making sure money was flowing
to Stu and Jamie’s clients through the contractors and special programs), her
evenings were being increasingly booked with her special clientele. It seemed
this clientele could not get enough of her. Patricia was not sure why this was
or what they saw in her specifically, as she felt her other team members were
much more attractive, but there was something, and this kept her very busy.
Perhaps her disciplinary sessions with Khalida were making her less abrasive
and more appealing.
Another thing that Patricia was finding increasingly distracting was that
she seemed to be in a constant state of arousal. She knew her internal controls
were the culprit and suspected Jamie enjoyed playing with them just to make
her life more difficult.
In addition to her other duties, Patricia still had to make her sessions with
Khalida, and working these in with everything else was also a challenge. Surprisingly, Khalida had been supportive and had set a schedule of every second
Tuesday at 5:30 in the afternoon for her sessions. Patricia believed the frequency was timed to ensure she never completely recovered from one session’s
discipline before it was applied again. She was reminded of this every time she
got up to walk and sat down—in other words, all the time. But Khalida did
provide Patricia with her special tea after each session, which allowed Patricia
the excuse she needed to schedule the sessions.
Patricia then pushed these thoughts aside as she finished her preparations
for Senator Green’s evening with her. When she was done with him, he would
be more than happy to include whatever appropriation she wanted.
As Patricia completed her preparations, she took a minute to think about
the activities of the rest of her team. She was somewhat concerned about her
new girl Jordan’s session with Congresswoman Hillary Campbell. Better
known as Fat Hillary, she was known to be very rough with those who visited
her, but Jordan was one of her favorites, so hopefully the evening would turn
out okay for her, too.
As Patricia was finishing her preparations for her evening’s activities, Khalida was returning to her apartment from another busy day of cleaning. Although she was not particularly excited about what she did for a living, it
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was far better than her life in the refugee camps. She had been able to save
some of the money she was making from her cleaning jobs and from Patricia’s
disciplinary sessions for other activities. Her plan was to start taking online
English classes, as she knew that speaking the language well was essential for
her future success in the country.
Khalida also looked forward to her biweekly sessions with Patricia, as they
excited her in a way she had never experienced before. Maybe it was the control over a person she felt she should hate for what she had done to her Rakeem,
but deep inside, she felt it was something else, and it was this something else
that made these sessions so special.
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7
Shenzhen, China

Mr. Chang had just completed an important meeting with some of China’s
wealthiest entrepreneurs and businessmen. The new technologies they were
fielding were mind-bending. Telecommunications, drones, and new internet
capabilities and securities were just the tip of the iceberg of the many innovations that were spilling out of China’s Silicon Valley of the South. Every day
saw newer, more marvelous inventions, and Chang had become accustomed
to visiting the many factories and showcases to help ensure he was targeting
his foreign markets appropriately.
According to his guidance from the State Council (the executive branch)
of the Chinese government, Chang’s job was to make sure the external markets for his country’s goods remained open, and that competitors were either
brought into their sphere or marginalized and then eliminated. Because of
the importance of the American market, this was his primary focus, although
he was frequently asked to look at other markets, too. The trillions of dollars
in trade surplus dollars that China had acquired over the nearly twenty years
since being allowed entry into the World Trade Organization actually made
buying and eliminating the competition relatively easy. The reality was that
many of the world’s manufacturing industries were now either directly owned
by China’s new entrepreneurs and rising stars—those that seemed to be proliferating almost daily across the country—or controlled by their wealthy
foreign business executives, who were dependent upon the Chinese factories
for their goods and wealth.
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Zang Wei Chang, or Great Chang, was not a rising star in the Chinese
central government circles, as he was already a star. He was as near the top of
those represented on the State Council as he would ever be, or wanted to be.
He was happy with his position and had refused any consideration for further
advancement.
As the only son of one of the earliest member families of the Chinese
Communist Party, surprisingly, Chang had not relied solely on his family
connections to rise above the many others, but had largely made it on his
own. When he was younger, he had served as a special assistant to China’s
General Secretary, and when China was allowed entry into the World Trade
Organization in 2001, the then Paramount Leader had selected him as one
of the country’s representatives in its governing body. Although the publicly
stated responsibility of his new position was to expand trade with the United
States and Europe, his real job was to lure their businessmen and factories to
China, and the results he achieved were beyond anything anyone in those
early days could have ever imagined. Through his work, he was not only responsible for the transfer of tens of thousands of factories to his country, but
also for the largest transfer of wealth from one group of nations and people to
another, and China was the other. The foreign businessmen and women who
had gone along on the Chang train were now some of the very wealthiest in
the world, and through them, he wielded staggering influence over the foreign
governments that were now so dependent upon Chinese goods and the political donations of his wealthy business owners. Most importantly, these wealthy
foreigners knew who and what had made them so successful, and that that
wealth could disappear just as quickly as it had magically appeared. It was a
nice association, but one that required close vigilance and discipline, and Mr.
Chang was one of the very best at ensuring it for China.
At the moment, Mr. Chang was increasingly concerned about the economic
and political situation unfolding in the United States. China had invested
hundreds of billions of their excess trade dollars in constructing the deep state
infrastructure they used to control that country. It had been a deliberate and
almost perfectly orchestrated plan that first encouraged higher taxes to support
all the feel-good government programs, and then the movement of factories out
of that country as they tried to escape the taxes and regulations. His country
had then welcomed these factories with open arms and cheap labor.
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The next step was ensuring those that relocated their factories benefited
financially, so they could use some of those millions of dollars to help elect
politicians who would support open borders and free trade, thereby ensuring
an even greater exodus.
Chang’s program also required changing the nation’s perception of open
borders and diversity, and the best place he found to do that was in the country’s colleges and universities. In addition to flooding these schools with Chinese students, he had also targeted the administrators of these fine institutions,
and in the process, he found they were more corruptible than the nation’s
politicians, if that was even possible. There was also an extra reward for his
efforts, as the students his country sent to these American colleges and universities quickly sucked every bit of hundreds of years of accumulated knowledge
from them and brought it back to his country.
After gaining control of many of the universities’ senior administrators,
he had then directed them to add new courses and professors to trumpet the
benefits of open borders, socialism, and diversity rather than the previously
offered courses that taught the benefits of assimilation, capitalism, and democracy. An important component of this new curriculum was the refusal to
let anyone who disagreed with these new and accepted concepts to have their
voices heard. Altogether, it was a wonderful addition to his program.
The last piece of Chang’s program to control America—the icing on the
cake, as he said—was control of its mass media outlets, thus ensuring none of
what he was doing received even the slightest mention, and he was hardly noticed by the population. Of all the things he had done, this had actually been
the easiest to accomplish. He simply funded the people who purchased all of
this for him. Now, with the exception of a single major network, he controlled
all of America’s major news outlets, and the propaganda they sent out came
with a single voice: his. For Mr. Chang, everything had been working almost
perfectly until the terrorist attacks. Tens of thousands of American factories
had relocated to China, and the annual trade surplus was now hundreds of
billions of dollars in his country’s favor. The universities were inoculating their
students, America’s future leaders, with the benefits of socialism and hatred
for the things that had made America great, and violently attacking anyone
who disagreed with this new world order. And the nation’s mass media was
supporting all his wonderful ideas. Yes, it had been a wonderful thing until
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the terrorist attacks, and now Chang was seeing cracks beginning to form in
all these areas. That could not be allowed to happen.
The reality was that Chang had always looked down on the so-called democracies, as he had found them to be so easily corrupted and easy to control.
But now there were things happening in the United States—people things
that truly frightened him, and he was not a person to be easily frightened.
To assuage his concerns, Chang had called a meeting of his sector managers in that country to discuss what they were doing to maintain control of
the country.
“We have replaced an amazing number of government employees with our
people across all our government departments and agencies,” Stu replied to
Mr. Chang’s concerns. “At this time, we control the purse strings of nearly
all the important ones, and this is about all we can manage with our current
group of mentors. We are looking to bring some more of these mentors on
board, but they are not as easily recruited and trained as the government
employees, so we must be extra vigilant there.”
Chang understood Stu’s concerns about the mentors. He had never been
comfortable with them, and had thought there was a better way to control
people like these government employees. He had his tech people back in
China working on this, too, and they had some really new and innovative
ways to do this that he would have to start implementing in the US. But
for now, the mentor system was what they had, and he knew Stu and Jamie
would make it work.
“I am going to have the country’s media be especially supportive of the
current administration, as we are increasingly uncomfortable with some of
the new democracy organizations that are starting to rise up,” Chang said.
“We are also working with our university and non-profit organization contacts
to get thousands of people out in the streets to support all of this. With the
pro-democracy people already there, things should get chaotic and violent
when our people go out again. That’s expected and encouraged, as it will take
the country’s eyes off their other problems for a while, and further confuse
them about who is right or not. Our media will help sow this confusion. I
then plan to have some of our university and welfare people burn cars and
do the normal looting, and have our media blame this on the pro-democracy
groups. Hopefully, all of this should take some of the wind out of their sails.”
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8
Washington, DC

As the financial situation worsened, Gene Holmes felt it was important to
bring in an economics expert to help explain the implications and significance
of what was happening to the Snow Leopard staff. The crashes of the stock,
bond, and commodities markets and the rapid devaluation of the dollar were
having significant effects on the nation’s economy and its security, and he
needed to know if there was anything Snow Leopard could or should be doing
to help mitigate the situation. He had asked Monica Hilsman, Snow Leopard’s Department of the Treasury representative, to set up the training session.
As the staff assembled in the conference room, Monica finished setting up the
projector for the presentation.
When everyone was seated, she stood up and introduced Dr. Cynthia
Rhashuri, also from the Department of the Treasury.
Dr. Rhashuri then walked to the front of the conference room and placed
some papers on the lectern.
“Good morning everyone. Thank you, Monica, for having me over. I hope
I don’t bore all of you with what I am about to say, but as you can imagine,
with what’s going on, it’s important, so I will do the best I can to make it
informative and interesting. Please feel free to ask questions as I proceed.”
As she began, Cynthia hoped she could explain the financial intricacies
of what was happening to the country without taking everyone so far down
into the weeds that she would lose them, but this was an obviously intelligent group, and an important one, so she would do her very best to do what
Monica had asked.
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“My intent today is to give you some background on how our nation’s currency affects its citizens and the country’s ability to pay their bills, buy things,
and conduct trade, and why money, or the nation’s currency, is important
in facilitating all of this,” said Dr. Rhashuri, smiling. “You won’t leave this
session as experts on monetary policy or management, but you should be
able to ask some of the right questions as you help with this situation in your
respective departments and agencies.”
With that introduction, Dr. Rhashuri provided an excellent briefing on
types of currency used throughout history, the effectiveness of these different
kinds of currencies on trade, and the impact of improper management of
currency in the demise of numerous civilizations. Her briefing included interesting tidbits on how money and the terms we use to describe its use evolved,
such as the early use of cows and salt for currency—hence the Latin term
Pecu, or cow, now pecuniary, and salary from the Latin word for salt. She also
mentioned the use of seashells as currency, and then the precious metals, such
as gold and silver, and explained why gold, in particular, had been used as a
principal form of exchange or currency for much of mankind’s history.
“People need something intrinsically valuable to use as the means of trade
between themselves. Not everyone needs a cow every time they want to buy
vegetables or a mixer for their kitchen, fan belt for their car, or fertilizer for
the farm. In the latter case, the cow might help fertilize a small area on the
farm, but it’s probably not the best way to do that in modern agriculture.
Trade using salt or shells is similar. These items’ worth is not the same for
all people. That’s why precious metals, and particularly gold, have been so
important. In currency’s purest sense, it is the ultimate form of real money.
It’s divisible, easily transportable, durable, and does not crumble or rust. It has
intrinsic value, is consistent all over the world, and, most importantly, cannot
be created by the government on a whim and out of thin air,” Dr. Rhashuri
said, hoping she was not about to take them too far down into the weeds.
“Until 1971, the United States was on the gold standard, meaning all
money being circulated in the country was backed up by the nation’s gold
deposits, which were stored at Fort Knox and other places. At the time, due
largely to President Roosevelt’s confiscation of all of our citizens’ gold in the
1930s, the United States had by far the largest gold holdings of any country in
the world and felt comfortable doing this. Unfortunately, we had pegged the
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worth of the gold backing our currency at $35 per ounce, and it was worth
far more than that. As a result, other countries, like France, sent ships loaded
with paper dollars to us. In one case, there were so many they even put them
on one of their main battleships. In return, they hauled our gold away. In
trying to defend the dollar backed by gold, we gave away nearly two thirds
of our holdings before President Nixon took us off the gold standard. Since
then, we have said the dollar is backed by the full trust and confidence of the
US government,” Rhashuri continued, stopping to take a drink of water and
looking around the room to see if there were any questions. There were not,
and the group still seemed interested in what she was saying.
“Unfortunately,” she continued, “we have printed far too much paper
money supported by nothing but this promise, and now the world does not
believe it anymore. We have promised trillions of dollars in federal benefits to
people who, in many cases, have contributed nothing into the till to pay for
them. I know this is simplistic, but in the end, what we have done to ourselves
is simple, too. We just seem to make it complicated to hide the fact that we
are printing paper as our nation’s form of currency, with nothing to back it up.
And no one is willing to print reasonable amounts of this paper, backed up by
intrinsic things owned or made in our country, that could be used to support
the rational basis for the paper currency.”
As Dr. Rhashuri paused to take a drink of water, Sally Cumings quickly
raised her hand and asked, “The administration has imposed price supports
and controls to try and contain the problem and stabilize the dollar’s rapid
devaluation. Why are these not working?”
“The problem with this is simply that the world has lost confidence in the
dollar. They are increasingly seeing it as what it really is: paper. Not long
ago, we could get away with printing this paper, as the country had a long
history of good financial management, and much of the world—in fact, most
of it—used dollars as the means of trade between countries. The dollar was
the world’s reserve currency. People all over the world saved and even hoarded
dollars, even though they were not their country’s currency, as they felt they
had worth. Like gold, American dollars could be converted to something
valuable when their currencies could not. However, with our government’s
massive printing of paper, the world finally said enough is enough, and is
rapidly moving away from the dollar’s role as its reserve currency. What that
means now is that when we buy things from outside the country, we have to
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pay for them with dollar equivalents to what others currencies are worth, as
the Chinese yuan or renminbi and the Euro are replacing the dollar as the
world’s reserve currency.”
“But why should we care what others outside the country are doing, if we
just tell people here in this country what the dollar is worth? Milk is worth so
much, and so is corn, and so are tires?” asked Sally.
“Because we have tied our economy to others outside of ours through the
World Trade Organization and numerous free trade agreements, we cannot
dictate the value of our currency in these other countries. Many of the things
that make our country function come from these other countries. Just try to
find American-manufactured consumer items in any of our big chain stores:
Walmart, Target, Shopko, K-Mart, Best Buy, Home Depot, and all the rest.
They largely don’t exist. In recent years, up to 92 percent of manufactured
items sold at the nation’s largest department stores came from China. Essentially, America has exported its consumer manufacturing to other countries.
It’s not here anymore. This is a huge problem, and one that isn’t going to go
away just because our president says it will. For a short time, price supports
on milk work, and then they break down, as the milk producer has to buy
things from overseas suppliers to keep his business operating. The same is true
for all the other farmers, as well as everyone else. If they continue to provide
the goods or services for less than what they can make from doing it, they go
bankrupt and are out of business, and then there is no milk or corn or tires,
period. Sadly, governments in this situation—and there have been far too
many over the years—always try to provide more paper to help pay for things,
but as they do, the situation only gets worse. Literally exponentially, and even
their printing presses can’t keep up with this. You can imagine the problem
of our government just trying to keep up with the inflation for those on food
stamps alone. One out of seven Americans are now on food stamps, meaning
about one out of every two or three houses and apartments from sea to shining
sea. The black markets begin so people can sell things at what they are really
worth, and that sounds terrible, but it’s the only way they can stay in business.
And the amounts they demand for the goods they sell changes rapidly as
the government prints more paper and the currency becomes less valuable. It
feeds on itself until it can’t anymore,” Cynthia said, looking around the room
to see if she still had her audience’s attention. She did.
As she thought about how to continue, what to say, in her heart-of-hearts
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she knew she was about to cross the line on what many in the current administration would say was politically correct, or acceptable. But it was true,
and if she didn’t tell them, then the whole mess would just get much, much
worse. Perhaps they already knew what she was about to say, but perhaps
not, as nearly all of America’s colleges and universities had stopped teaching
anything like this a long time ago, as it was not politically acceptable to them.
But it was true, and if it was not addressed, the situation across the country
would just finish collapsing upon itself, so she continued.
“Socialist and other totalitarian governments around the world have tried
to provide something for nothing for centuries, and in the end, the results
are all the same. They fail. But before they do, they drain everything from
everyone by using class envy as a reason to take anything from anyone who
was producing something—the old ‘What’s mine is mine, and yours is mine’
mentality. But in the end, they all end up where we are today, and a whole lot
of people who have worked hard all their lives lose everything. Unfortunately,
here in America, the blame goes to both of our political parties. You are all
aware, I’m sure, of the many social entitlement programs that have been established with no real money set aside to pay for them—about $122 trillion
in unfunded entitlements. Quite frankly, most of these are nothing more than
government-run, generational Ponzi schemes that would be illegal if anyone
but the US government were running them. But they are what they are, and
the American people have come to believe they deserve and are owed money
from these things, so here we are. The day of reckoning, as they say, is upon
us, and it isn’t pretty. Our acting as the world’s policeman for the past seventy
years, and not asking our citizens, or anyone else for that matter, to pay for it
has not helped either.”
As Dr. Rhashuri looked at the group, she knew she was putting all her
cards on the table. In this day and age, that probably wasn’t the wisest thing
to do for one’s career, but she felt it was important. Someone needed to say
this, and then they could fire her, if they wanted. At the rate things were
going, the whole house of cards was going to come down anyway, so why not?
As Cynthia looked back up at the group, she saw that Michelle Stone,
Gene’s administrative assistant, was raising her hand. She had met Michelle
earlier and found that she really liked her.
“I know this may be outside of what you planned to discuss today,” Michelle
said after Cynthia recognized her, “but I think it’s something everyone here
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is interested in. What happened to all of America’s manufacturing businesses
and industry? One day they were here, and we were the envy of the world, and
the next, it seemed, they were gone, and now you can’t find anything made in
this country, other than food.”
“That’s a whole other area we can, and maybe should, address at another
time. It’s complicated to understand and includes so many different players
and things: taxes, corrupt politicians, unions, other governments, free trade
and other open border agreements, and organizations like the World Trade
Organization and the World Bank. Like I said, it’s complicated. In the end,
US businesses either left the country or ceased to exist, as they could no longer
be competitive with businesses in other countries that had lower taxes and
cheaper labor. But it is certainly worth discussing, as all of that must be addressed if our country can ever hope to get out of its current death spiral.
Some may say that’s too strong a term, but we are certainly in trouble.”
Looking at the group, Cynthia knew it was time to wrap things up. She
had given them at least a taste of the problems she dealt with every day. If
they had additional questions about things in their particular department or
agency, they could always call her, and she mentioned this to them.
“As I finish, it’s probably worth mentioning where we were before the attacks
began. I do this only to highlight the fact it wasn’t a good situation then either,
and really set the stage for all that’s happened since. Simply the recent administrations and congress had blown the bottom out of the nation’s borrowed
debt by adding over $16 trillion to the already previously onerous $6 trillion
national debt, in less than a 20-year time period. This doesn’t count the nearly
one hundred trillion dollars or more of owed, and unfunded, entitlement benefits. Before the attacks, the country was borrowing about forty-six cents of
every federal dollar it spent, 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year,
or about $200 million every hour. On top of this, the government had been
printing about $85 billion a month in treasuries—funny money. That’s over a
trillion dollars of additional paper every year. So here we are.”
The room was silent. Most of those in the room had a pretty good idea that
what the government had been doing wasn’t in the country’s best interests, but
hearing it from someone like Dr. Rhashuri from the Treasury just reinforced
those fears. There would be no easy way out of this mess, and nearly everyone
in the room felt the pain, just like everyone else across the country.
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As the Snow Leopard team began to leave the conference room, the medical examiner’s office across town was finally getting back to identifying some
of the many bodies that had stacked up in its coolers. One was that of a
Middle-Eastern-looking man who had somehow fallen off a balcony in SW
DC. His fingerprints were added to the many thousands of others who had
lost their lives over the previous months.
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9
Michael’s Bayou, Louisiana

Siraj Tariq and his gifters had received a warm welcome from Emran Falazi
and his men upon their arrival in their new Louisiana swamp home. Emran
had been expecting them and met the vehicles at the gate, as they slowly drove
into the compound. One of his men waved for the vehicles to follow him, and
Emran helped close the gates after the vehicles had entered. He then followed
the small convoy over to the front of the old administration building that he
was now using for his office.
As Siraj got out of the lead vehicle, Emran walked over and greeted him.
He recognized Siraj from a picture he had been shown on Wal iy’s phone, just
before he permanently deleted it.
“As-salamu alaykum,” said Emran, as he grasped Siraj’s hand.
“Wa ‘alaykumu a-salamu wa rahmatu l-lahi wa barakatuh (may peace,
mercy, and blessings of god be upon you),” replied Siraj. He always followed
the Islamic rule that when offered a greeting, it should be returned with a
better one, or with at least its equal. God had ordered this in the Qur’an.
As Emran welcomed Aadil and the other members of Siraj’s team, he was
impressed by the demeanor and bearing of all the men. They had just successfully completed a very difficult mission against their American and Christian
enemies, and they were obviously proud of their accomplishment. As the men
began removing their belongings from the vans, Emran directed his men
to assist them in locating where they would be staying and in getting them
something to eat. He knew they all had probably had some very long days and
that some rest and good food would be much appreciated.
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After Emran showed Siraj and Aadil the area they would be staying, he
asked them to join him in his office as soon as they had settled into their
rooms and had something to eat. As he walked back to his office, Emran
reflected briefly on all the work he and his men had accomplished, as they
prepared for Siraj’s arrival.
Emran Falazi had come to the United States with his parents shortly after
the end of what the then American president had called the combat phase of
their second Gulf War. In reality, the real war against the American occupation
was just beginning, but that was not his family’s concern, as they had already
left the country when Saddam Hussein’s statues were being ingloriously pulled
to the ground. Although Emran’s parents were illegal immigrants, they had
safely relocated into an increasingly Moslem enclave in Dearborn, Michigan.
Emran had grown up there and attended American schools, and had become
fully proficient in nearly everything American. He spoke flawless American
English—with a Michigan accent, he was told—and dressed like any other
young American male. However, that was as American as he ever wanted to
be, as he also spent increasing time with one of the more radical Moslem
clerics in Dearborn. Through his teachings, he had come to reject everything
his parents seemed to welcome about their new country, and it was through
his connection with the cleric that he had been introduced to Wal iy Abdul
Haleem. After getting to know Emran, Wal iy had asked him to relocate and
assist him in the import business he was setting up in Louisiana. Since the
weather in Louisiana was much nicer than Michigan’s, Emran had agreed, and,
since relocating, had successfully run Wal iy’s Louisiana business for many
years. It was also Wal iy who had asked him to support the attacks against the
Americans, and for Emran, this was truly an answer to his many prayers.
When Siraj and Aadil joined him in his office, Emran offered them coffee
and some fruit. As they sat down, he commended them on their successful
attacks and asked what they knew about their new operation with him.
Siraj and Aadil thanked him for his kind words and said they knew nothing about what was now expected of them.
Emran had been led to believe this would be the case, as he had been told
everything was to be kept in the highest secrecy to preclude exposing them
and their plan in the event that any of Siraj’s men were captured.
Emran got up, walked over to his desk, picked up a large map, carried it
back to the table, and unrolled it in front of the two men.
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Looking up at Siraj and Aadil, he said, smiling, “Our plan is to attack
America’s major oil refineries and terminals along the gulf coast.”
As Emran looked at the two men, he saw their eyes shift from him to the
map in front of them. “Our successes here, along with those of your earlier
attacks, should finish bringing this evil monster to its knees,” he continued,
pointing to several locations along the coast.
As Siraj and Aadil looked at the map, they were unsure how this was to
be done, or what their role would be, but were obviously interested in doing
whatever they could to ensure its success.
“They will probably be heavily guarded,” Siraj said, thinking about the
difficulty they would have shooting their way into them. Since they only had
a few smaller-caliber pistols from their previous attacks, he was also thinking
about the type of armaments and munitions it would take to do this. Attacking something like these would be no small undertaking, and most, if not all
of them, would probably be killed. He had always known this could happen,
but attempting something like this would really challenge them on their way
to paradise.
“Tell us about these refineries and terminals,” said Aadil quietly, as he
looked closer at the locations Emran had pointed out.
Emran smiled as he saw the seriousness in the men’s eyes.
“As you may know from your earlier attacks, America has certain strengths
and weaknesses that influenced where we have chosen to strike. The anthrax
attacks seriously disrupted the country’s transportation hubs and markets and
compromised their national leadership as they tried, and failed, to respond to
these in a timely manner. Your attacks on their agricultural heartland further
disrupted their ability to recover from the earlier attacks while largely destroying one of the country’s greatest strengths and income producers. Our attacks
on the refineries and terminals will cripple her in a way she will simply not
recover from, at least for a very long time. This will allow us to continue our
operations here and in other areas of the world largely unimpeded.”
Emran then handed each of the men some papers listing the capabilities of
each of the refineries and terminals he had previously identified.
“As you may be aware, the United States has recently become a major supplier and exporter of petroleum. Their new fracking technologies have unlocked vast supplies of oil and other products, and some are now saying the
country has replaced our own Middle East and even Russia as the world’s
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premier oil producer. Our intent is to change all of that. Since this country,
along with every other advanced technological society, still relies on fossil
fuels for much of their transportation and businesses, shutting this down will
have catastrophic consequences for them.”
Emran then reviewed some of the statistics in the document he had placed
in front of them, showing the amounts and types of fuels and other products
produced in the refineries and carried through the terminals.
When he finished, Siraj and Aadil were impressed by all this work, but they
had a sad feeling that even their greatest sacrifices would only disrupt these
massive operations for only a short time. They simply did not have enough
men or firepower to overpower the many people who would be protecting all
of this.
Siraj sat back in his chair with his hand resting on his beard and chin. “You
know we will give it our best effort,” he said quietly. “I assume you have access
to the types of weapons and explosives we will need?”
Emran continued to smile. He could almost see the thoughts racing around
in these men’s minds as they looked at the map and documents he had given
them.
“Do not be so alarmed, my friends,” he said, getting up from the table.
“What we have planned is very different from anything you have probably
imagined. The destruction of all of this,” he continued, “will come from the
sky—from the hands of Allah. I feel very sure that you will all survive this,
and have many more days before you are called to paradise.”
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